WOMAN
UPPER LIP
CHIN
UPPER LIP & CHIN
SIDEBURNS
FULL FACE
UNDERARMS
BIKINI LINE
ABDOME
ARMS (FULL)
ARMS (HALF)
BREAST
LEGS (FULL)
LOWER LEGS
LOW BACK
WHOLE BODY

$ 50
$ 75
$110
$100
$200
$100
$100-$150
$200
$300
$150
$ 75
$400
$150
$180
$ UPON CONSULTATION

MEN
CHEST (FULL)
$300
CHEST & ABDOMEN
$500
BACK (FULL)
$400
BACK (PARTIAL)
$250
BEARD
$250
FULL BACK & CHEST
$600
NECK (FRONT OR BACK)
$100
EARS
$ 65
WHOLE BODY
$ UPON CONSULTATION

REFIRME
FACE
PKG OF 5
NECK
PKG OF 5
FACE & NECK
PKG OF 5
PHOTOFACIAL ADD ON
PKG OF 5

$ 300
$1250
$ 300
$1250
$ 450
$2000
$ 500

VELLASMOOTH
SINGLE AREA
PKG OF 10

$ 175
$1500

MESOTHERAPY
VITAMINS & NUTRIENTS SKIN INFUSION
$ 250
BOTOX

$ 10
PER UNIT

DERMAL FILLERS

$ 500
PER SYRINGE

PHOTOREJUVENATION
PKG OF 5

$ 200
$ 750

SIGNITURE FACIALS
Luzern signature facials........
“go green and get results”
The luzern purifying oxygen facial
60-75min
Rejuvenate and re-awaken your skin with Luzern
signature Oxygen Facial.This luxurious treatment utilizes
an enzymatic peel, our exlusive”purifying pressuere
massage” along with a wonderful array of active Bio-Swiss
Organic products to deep clean, exfoliate,refine and
oxygenate the skin.This facial leaves skin
purified,refreshed and absolutely glowing!

BIO-SWISS BRIGHTENING FACIAL
60-75min
Too much time in the sun? Seven Bio-Swiss Organic
Botanical including Mallow,Peppermint and Licorice
naturally and effectively lighten and brightens the skin.Our
exclusive Alpine Flora skin brightening complex evens
skin tone and reduce the intensity of age spots and hyperpigmentation.

AMINO-PEPTIDE “AGE DEFYING”
FACIAL
This luxurious and effective anti-aging facial firms the skin
and instantly reduces signs of fine lines and wrinkles.A
triple action amino peptide complex stimulates collagen
I,II,III and IV,while deep hydrating give skin a
dewy,youthful glow.The ultimate anti-wrinkle firming
treatment for firm,smooth and glowing skin.

SIGNITURE FACIALS
CLINICAL COLLAGEN
60-75 min
BOOSTING FACIAL
Using the natural healing and nourishing powers of oxygen and
Bio-Swiss botanical this facial is designed to enhance the
results of the clinical treatment such as AHA peels,non-ablative
laser and injections such as Botox.Naturally amplifies collagen
levels and reduces redness and irritation to achieve faster and
longer lasting results after clinical treatments.

MOMMY CARE FACIAL

60-75 MIN

This wonderful pampering experince is especially designed for
new Moms and Moms-to –be.Using the power of pure oxygen
Bio-Swiss organic botanical this treatments help prevent and
correct Melasma and address the issues that trigger pre and
post partum hormonal fluctuations.This is a safe,pure and
effective treatment to de-stress your skin leaving it clear,
balanced and radiant.

CALMING OXYGEN FACIAL

60-75 MIN

Gentle and naturally anti-inflammatory Oxygen and Bio-Swiss
Calendula extract soothes and calms sensitive,rosacea prone
and reactive skin. Horse chestnut peptide strengthen the
capillaries and St.Johns Wort soothes irritation and skin, leaving
the complexion calm, clear and beautiful.

“PERFECT BALANCE” OXYGEN
FACIAL
Take control of acne and excess sebum.Designed to purify and
balance acne prone skin with anti-bacterial oxygen and gentle
exfoliating white willow extract.This treatment helps to eliminate
excess surface oils and clean pores without drying or upsetting
the skin.Skin is left clear,clean and balanced.

ALL OXYGEN FACIALS ARE PRICED $175
MICRODERMABRASION ADD-ON $ 75

SIGNITURE FACIALS
OTHER FACIAL TRATMENTS
CACAO POWER TREATMENT
60-75MIN $125
A comfortable feeling treatment with a beauty effect for body and
soul.The products of the caco tratment are based on the
multifarious ingredients of teh cacao bean. Even the tempting
smell of chocolate has a positive effect: it improves the mood and
gives a feeling of complacency and luxury.Procedure includes
cleansing,deep peeling, a highly concetrated active agent
ampoule ultra-sonic penetration,cacao power mask and finishing
with light wellness massage using Cacao Power massage cream.

Full Body Lymphatic
ADD LYMPHATIC PRESSURE MASSAGE TO ANY
FACIAL FOR ONLY
45MIN
$65
Other Spa Services

